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Meeting Notes 
21st February 2019 

Attendees David Anderson 
  Paul Malloy 
  Mervyn Bright 
  Anne Dyster 
  Clare Maslen 
  Heather Cutler 

Apologies Jeanne MacWillson 
  Joyce Lewis 
  Colin Cutler 

The meeting opened with the fitting of the two new Timeline of Terling display boards which had been 
created by Clare, Jeanne and Heather. They show special events in the church or Terling village in 
the context of what was happening in England and the rest of the world at that time. 

Also shown were the three new boards for the use of the church for events where visitors are 
expected, such as Open Days, Open Gardens Fete etc. The options for the boards, which are 
designed to be used on an existing A frame, are ‘Welcome to our church -refreshments available’, 
‘Welcome to our church’ with a picture and for use with both on the reverse, ‘Thank you for visiting, if 
you would like to join our service’…. David volunteered to repair the A frame to make safe. 

March 2nd History Evening  

The arrangements for the event were discussed. 

Pictures 

• Lord and Lady Rayleigh have loaned 250 historic electronic pictures of the village which we 
can show on the screen using Colin’s projector and Sue’s screen. 

• We have Biddy’s slides all now electronic thanks to Mervyn, which we can also show on 
screen. Heather will try to borrow a second screen and projector. 

• Pete and Stevie Thurgood have sorted through masses of photos left by John Thurgood (his 
father) and loaned those for the History Evening. We may wish to scan some for the archives 
after the event and by agreement with Pete. He also has some in frames available on the day 
which will be laid down on the boards for viewing as they are very heavy. Paul has offered to 
mark the reverse of all these pictures to ensure easy and accurate collection and refiling of 
them after the event. 

• Anne Dyster has a number of pictures, for which she is trying to name the people shown, 
ready for the event. 

Books 

• Mervyn provided books of the Provident Society for the event, a voucher book and a Minute 
Book. 

• The archive books are now photographed and fully logged so will be available for the event. 
Clare has a couple at home which may require scanning and logging. 
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Materials for Use 

• Use of the material in the archive was discussed. Much has now been scanned or 
photographed and these are fully recorded on the archive and can easily be used. The 
importance is the collection and filing after the event, which must be as the archive database 
or every item will have to be rechecked – over 300 items! 

• Items which do not have a reference number on them and or photo on the database therefore 
should ideally not be displayed, unless it is clear how it will be refiled. 

Other Arrangements 

• Pete Thurgood is arranging supply of the Horticultural Boards for displaying upright materials 
such as photos and the large Walker map. 

• The location of the display boards and food and drink services were agreed as by the font and 
inside the Tower Room respectively. 

• The Terling Tales Group will have a small exhibition of the work they are doing, at the alter 
end of the nave before the steps to the chancel. 

• The DVDs of village life will be shown on a TV. 

Open Days 

Sarah McNamara has agreed Friday and Saturday, May 17th and May 18th, for the Open Days. She 
will liaise with Terling School. 

These will be aimed at those from outside the village as much as locals. Invitations will be sent to all 
local schools, local U3A groups, Essex Family History, Essex Arts Society, Essex Records Office, the 
local press, Witham Information Centre, Diocese Office, all local churches, what on websites and 
similar. 

Members are asked to arrange a rota so we always have one or two of us at the church for the two 
days between 10am and 4pm to answer questions and offer teas. This should mean we only have to 
do a couple of hours or so each. 

Other Business 

Clare returned several items including a fascinating book she told us of, by Joseph Strutt, of Games 
of Old England. She would like to do more research and use some in a Historic Day on the Green in 
the future. Also returned the Walker Map.  

She also showed the group her own book, a 1792 book of all sorts, similar to a more modern Pears 
Cyclopaedia, or Wikipedia of its day. The book is sadly too fragile for use at the March History 
Evening but is beautiful to look through. It has ancient maps, which show vast chunks of unchartered 
lands, heraldry (which Clare has copied for the history evening) and masses more, despite being only 
one of a set.  

Clare also showed an early census of the village, which would have been a local record rather than 

national and which she will circulate and make available for the March event. 

David asked what we would be providing for the Open Days. This will just be a walk-in event, with 
teas and coffees offered and hopefully churchwardens and other religious guides as well as our 
members acting as information and help points during the event. Otherwise it will just be pamphlets 

and the display boards. 

He will continue with the archiving. 

Anne and Paul reported on the Terling Tales group, who have proof read and made amendments to 
the draft pamphlets, which Heather provided in latest proof format. These will be re-read and be sent 
to the printers in the hope we have them in time for the event. Limited copies will otherwise be 
available. David offered to collect from the Hutton printers if required. 

Anne will arrange the exhibition materials for the Terling Tales stand and is trying to arrange for the 
loan of some ancient farm materials. 

Anne also has the list of shops which used to be in the village, which will be available in March and 

which would make a nice photo record for the future of the current use of the various buildings. 
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Paul will also continue to look for graffiti around the church and research what he has found. 

Mervyn continues to work on various census.  

He has found reference to Rignals Road and Cuckoo Road which he has never seen before and 
wondered if anyone knew. He will ask on Terling Hub.  

He also asked if anyone had heard of tunnels in Terling? Clare responded that she had heard there 
was meant to be one between her house, Butlers Lodge, and the shop but no details available. 

Also why was Hollow Ditch called that?  

Discussions took place about it’s wartime use as a store and meeting room for the British Resistance 
(a national wartime plan for pockets of British fighters to harass a Nazi invasion. "Auxiliary Units" was 
the innocuous codename given to a force of civilian volunteers intended to carry out sabotage, 
guerrilla warfare and spying from behind the enemy lines in the event of a successful German 
invasion of the British Isles during World War 2. This force comprised three main groups; - Fighting 

Patrols, Special Duties and Signals  ). John Thurgood was a member of the local resistance group. 

The Operational Bases, such as the one in Hollow Ditch, were built, either by the Royal Engineers or 
by civilian contractors. They, and any curious locals were told that these were to be emergency food 
stores. Situated usually in dense woodland, these O'Bs were constructed of pre-formed corrugated 
iron segments, sunk into the ground with concrete pipe access and escape tunnels. For more 
information see http://warlinks.com/pages/auxiliary.php  

Note coincidentally, just after the meeting an article in the Maldon Standard newspaper 
https://www.maldonandburnhamstandard.co.uk/news/17452855.column-was-cut-throat-lane-to-be-

marys-escape-route/  about sunken roads in local history may have given the answer.  

In parts, the road surface is significantly lower than the fields on either side and there are 
patchy hedgerows and the remains of high banks.  

This phenomena can be the result of a combination of erosion by water (the lane is still 
regularly waterlogged), traffic (carts and the feet of humans and animals pounding away at the 
surface in the days before asphalt was laid) and the digging of banks to mark boundaries of 
estates (Beeleigh Abbey lands were defined from 1180 and the Fitzwalter’s adjacent park by 
1237).  

All in all, this has resulted in a route that appears to be sunken – a “hollow way”, from the Old 
English “hola-weg”.  

He has downloaded the recent old photos of the village and people from the Terling Hub and loaded 
these onto the archive PC in the church so they will be available for the March event. 

He is also interested in Terling Hall excavations. Any members know of these? 

Heather has been provided with details of painting restoration experts who might review the Joseph 
Strutt painting. 

It is not clear what action Robin Dixon has taken to date with regard alerting American Universities of 
the Chapel status, although Clare and Heather have provided him information. Heather advised that 
the URC have now withdrawn their planning application, so it is not clear what action they may now 
be contemplating.  

The meeting closed at 4pm. 
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